
What is Coronavirus?

Coronavirus is an illness that affects people’s breathing and lungs.

It can be spread from person to person by coughing or by touching

surfaces. Many people who get Coronavirus will usually only get a

little ill, like a regular cold. Many people don't get it at all. Grown-

ups with healthy bodies are not likely to become very ill. But

Coronavirus can be dangerous to people who are elderly or already

have serious diseases.
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How do we stop coronavirus spreading?

We can stop Coronavirus spreading my washing our hands often

and keeping some space between ourselves and other people.

Why do I feel worried?

When we feel scared, it’s our body’s way of telling us we need to take

extra care to protect ourselves. And there are some important things

we all need to do to stay safe, like washing our hands and keeping

space between other people. Feeling worried is one way our bodies

remind us to do these things. So being worried is normal!

What happens if  I forget?

Don’t worry if you make a mistake… it’s okay. It’s okay if we forget to

keep space between people – we can’t remember everything all the

time!

There have been big changes in our lives because of Coronavirus. So

Coronavirus is probably making your life feel really different right

now. All these changes might make you feel scared or worried. That’s

ok. It’s totally normal to feel like this.

We’ve got some new things in RSVP to help keep everyone safe and

help you feel less worried…
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Because of coronavirus, we’ve got some new

things in RSVP to help stop coronavirus

spreading and keep everyone here safe and

well…

We have extra places 

where you can clean 

your hands
RSVP might be a 

bit quieter 

You will see 

people wearing 

face masks

You may see 

people cleaning

People will keep extra 

space between each 

other

There will be 

less toys and 

things around


